
Scenario-Based Training 

Scenario-based training is a training system that uses a highly-structured script of real-world 
experiences to meet program training objectives in an operational environment.  In the law 
enforcement training environment, there are three most common types of scenario-based 
training exercises: 1) Team-Based Scenario, 2) Pre-determined situations and 3) field exercises.  
This type of training exercise provides students with the opportunity to experience the 
concepts being taught in the class and to determine if they can apply them in real-life type 
experiences. 

Team-based learning exercises present complex problems rooted in real-world situations to 
motivate students working in teams to make a decision. The teams make this decision after 
considering important concepts and the interconnection of these with other concepts, as well 
as the myriad environmental variables impinging on a situation. 1  In the police setting, the 
teams of students identify agree on a situation involving key concepts being taught in the class 
and create a situation requiring student suggested actions that provide students with the 
opportunity to apply class concepts in a manner that shows they understand them. 

Pre-determined scenario training provides students with a situation they consider, either 
through a video or a written case study, and then ask them to select the appropriate response.  
The impact of these exercises can be enhanced when “clickers” are used where students are 
given a series of action choices and push a button on their clicker indicating which option they 
feel is best.  The results for the class are then shown on a screen. Allowing the instructor to 
discuss the correct option and explain why the other options are less desirable or incorrect.  
This type of scenario exercise can also be used as a final test for students to see if they fully 
understood the concepts being presented in the training. 

Field Exercise Scenarios can occur in the classroom on in a community environment.  Scenarios 
are developed and actors present the situation in a manner as if it were real, with one or two 
students responding to the actions of the actors applying the lessons being taught in the 
training program.  For actors, there are several options, such as having other students act out 
the situation, have trained actors do the same or recruiting community members to act out the 
scenario. 

Scenario Elements vary by the type of scenario exercise being used.  For Team Learning 
Exercises, each team must be provided with an outline of the subjects that the scenario should 
cover, thus allowing the student team to discuss and then create a scenario that reflects the 
concepts as they would exist in the real world environment.  For Predetermined Scenarios, the 
instructor develops a scenario or situation to which the students must respond, taking into 

                                                      
1 John E. Timmerman and R. Franklin Morris, Jr.; Creation of Exercises for Team-Based Learning in Business; International 
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account the classroom instruction which has preceded the exercise.  For Field Exercise 
Scenarios, a script must be developed for the actors so they create a situation to which the 
students must respond. 

For the Predetermined Scenarios, a scenario script must be developed that presents a situation 
to which the student(s) must respond.  Those scenarios can be totally developed by the 
instructors or suggested by the community and finalized by the instructors.  For those who 
develop ideas for scripts, whether it be instructors or community representatives, the following 
elements should be provided. 

 What is it hoped that students will learn from the exercise? 

 What is the “story line” for the situation being presented?  How does it start and how 
does it finish?  How will the scenario be presented (on a PowerPoint to be read by 
students?  Or having someone read the scenario to students?  Written out on a piece of 
paper handed to the students?  How does it relate to the objectives of the scenario 
described above?2 

 What are the options for students to select the correct course of action from?   

 Can clickers be used to support this type of scenario? 

Predetermined scenarios can be responded to by individual students or by student teams.  
Other options are to have members of the community join team groups in discussion of the 
scenarios presented. 

For field exercises, which can occur in the classroom or in the field, scripts must be developed 
about a situation, much the same as for the predetermined scenarios.  But these type of 
scenario require actors, who can be other students, instructors or community members.  It is 
important that the actors (regardless of who they are) be oriented to the objectives developed 
for the scenario and the script they will act out. 

If the community is to be asked to provide descriptions of scenarios that might be developed 
into scripts, they need to be given the following information and instructions: 

 Tell the community representatives what the subject matter is that is being addressed.3 

 Ask them to crease a descriptions of situations that could be presented to officers to see 
if they understood the correct way of doing things. 

                                                      
2 A story line developed by the community might present a homeless person blocking a sidewalk, with a person complaining 

about that blockage, and a police officer responding to the complaint and addressing it.  It would seek to see if the student 
shows compassion and respect while at the same time addressing the violation.  Or a story line could have a group of young 
teens hanging out on a street corner at which there have been some reports of drug sales, with the teens talking loudly but not 
doing anything obviously unlawful. 
3 Such as Use of Force, Stop, Search and Arrest, etc. 
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 Ask the community representatives to make the descriptions reflect community 
concerns regarding how police perform in the area being taught, such as Stop, Search 
and Arrest. 

 Have these descriptions provided to the training team to develop into the material for 
the scenario based exercise. 

 If the training is to include field-based scenario exercises, ask the community 
representatives who come up with scenarios if they would want to volunteer to be a 
participant in the scenario. 

 
 

 

 

 
 


